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baby dragon plush
If you’re reading this, then you likely purchased
some of my Cut & Sew Baby Dragon Plush
fabric from Spoonflower. So thank you!
This little dragon pattern is done in the more
cutesy traditional style with a prominent
snout. It lends itself well to the Eastern style
of dragon available in the collection. But there
is an option to make a Western style complete
with wings as well..

skills used:
• Basting
• Darts
• Sewing small pieces
• Gathering stitch, gathering
• Ladder stitch
• Top-stitching
• Sewing curves

difficulty:
This plush has a decent bit of hand sewing,
so it’s slow going. And the tiny details get a
little finicky.
The hardest part is likely attaching the
head and the snout. It helps to pin or
baste the areas first to make sure it’s
placed correctly before going in with
proper stitches.

makes:
One plush: about 8” tall (not including
ears and antlers), about 5” wide, and 5”
long.
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materials & tools:

• your pre-printed Cut & Sew Dragon plush fabric from Spoonflower (at least one fat
•
•
•

quarter)
sewing thread to match fabrics
poly-fil stuffing
basic sewing tools (sewing machine, scissors, needles, pins, seam ripper, etc.)

before you begin:
• Briefly read the project instructions so you know what to expect.
• Note that a ¼” seam allowance is used throughout the project -- already included in the fabric.
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a. Grab your printed Spoonflower cut & sew fabric. If you
ordered ¼ yd. of minky or
fleece, it should include all the
pieces needed (surrounded
by a border).
The Western Dragon has
26 pieces: face, head back
(2), back (2), front, snout,
snout back, ears (4), inner
wings (2), outer wings (2),
horns (4), arms (4), and
back spikes (2).
The Eastern Dragon also has
26 pieces: face, head back
(2), back (2), front, snout,
snout back, ears (4), head
spikes (4), antlers (4),
arms (4), and back spikes
(2).

fold along
point of dart
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26 pieces total

1. assess your fabric

cut pieces right
before you need them

b. If you’re new to sewing, you might want to wait until the applicable step before cutting your fabric so you can refer to the notes
and labels.
Once you need a piece, cut it out along the dotted lines outside
the shape.

blend
seam into
fold

darts:

A wedge-shaped gap
found in a pattern. When
sewn in fabric, it creates a tuck
in the fabric and develops a 3D
shape. The diagonal sides of
the wedge are the legs; these
are matched up and sewn
to the point of the dart.

2. sew the darts
a. Cut out your face piece. Locate the open wedges found on the top and bottom of the fabric, these are
the darts. To sew them, start by folding the face piece in half along the point of the dart and match up
the slanted lines that make the wedge shape.
b. Sew the darts by starting at the opening and moving down to the point. When sewing the point, try to
blend the seam in with the fold so it makes a smooth transition and a rounder finished plush.
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a. Cut out your ear pieces. Take two
of them; one in accent fabric and
one in the main body fabric. Align
them with right sides facing and
raw edges matching up.
b. Sew them together along the
long curved edge. Leave the short
straight edge free for turning right
side out.
Turn the ear right side out. Repeat
with the remaining two ear pieces
for two complete ears total.

inner ear
faces face

sewing tutorial

3. sew the ears

a.

c. Note the small markings printed
on the fabric, these are the folding
guides. Use this as a guide to fold
the ear with inner fabrics facing.
Pin the ear together.
d. Baste the ear along the bottom
edge to hold the fold in place.
Repeat with the remaining ear so
you have a mirrored pair.
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leave open
for turning

b.
fold with
inner ear
fabrics
facing

c.

mirrored
pair

d.
folds point
to center

basting:

A form of temporary
sewing meant to hold pieces
in place. A long stitch length is
often used for this reason. The
finished result is not meant
to be seen and sometimes
is even removed later
(depending on your
project).

4. baste the ears

a. Take a moment to find the ear placement colored bands found on the face fabric.
Place the open end of the ear within these bands. Be sure that the fold is pointing toward the middle
of the face. Pin the ears in place.
b. Baste the ears to the face within the seam allowances to hold them in place for future steps.
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leave open
for turning

clip close
to corners

5. eastern dragon: sew the side head spikes
a. Cut out your head spike pieces. Take two of them and align them with right sides facing and raw
edges matching up.
b. Sew the spikes along the jagged lines, being sure to pivot at each corner. Repeat with the remaining
two spike pieces for two complete spikes total.
c. Trim the seam allowance at the inner and outer corners of the spikes. This will increase flexibility and
decrease bulk. Be sure not to cut your threads when trimming.

align spikes
beneath ears

spikes point
upward

6. eastern dragon: baste the side head spikes
a. Turn the spikes right side out, pushing out each corner.
Take this moment to locate the spike placement colored bands printed on the face fabric. Align the
open end of the spikes within these bands. Be sure the tips are pointing upward.
b.

Baste the spikes to the face within the seam allowances to hold them in place for future steps.
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leave
opening for
turning

7. sew the head back
a. Cut out your head back pieces. Align them together with right sides facing and edges matching up.
b. Take this moment to locate the opening for turning colored band printed on the fabric. Sew along
this edge of the head back pieces only, but be sure to leave the opening for turning that’s marked.
c. Open up your head back pieces.

match up darts with seam

8. sew the head
a. Grab the face piece you have so far. Align the head back and face together with right sides facing. Be
sure the top of the back pieces (marked with a circle symbol) is aligned with the top of the face piece.
The back seam should also match up with the top and bottom dart on the face.
b. Sew around the perimeter of the head completely.
c. Turn the head right side out through the opening you left in the back.
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fill up sides and top
after face

stuff bottom and face first

insert needle from
inside of opening

9. stuff the head
a. Stuff the head firmly with stuffing, pushing the stuffing towards the bottom of the face until it gets
completely full.
b. After the face is full and has no wrinkles, then fill up the sides and top of the head.
c. Once the plush is stuffed, make sure the seam allowances in the opening are tucked inside and
prepare to ladder stitch it closed. Thread a hand-sewing needle and knot it at the end. Insert the
needle from the inside of the opening and out of the plush near one edge of the opening. This will
leave the knot inside the plush.

hold thread taut
while clipping

ladder
stitch closed

2 1
4

3

seam allowance
(folded inside)

10. sew the head closed
a. Continue from here doing a ladder stitch. Take a 1/8” stitch into the fold of one side of the opening,
then go across and take another. Keep going down the opening until you reach the end.
b. When you’re finished, stitch a knot into the end of the seam. Then insert the needle near the finished
knot and out of the plush about 1-2” away.
Pull the thread through and hold it taut while snipping the thread. The excess thread should sink back
inside the plush -- all hidden!
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leave open
for turning

11. sew the arms
a. Cut out your arm pieces. Take two of them and align them with right sides facing and raw edges
matching up.
b. Sew them together along the curved edge, leaving the short straight edge free for turning right side
out.
c. Turn the arm right side out. Repeat with the remaining two arm pieces for two complete arms total.

keep stuffing light
near the opening

align arms within
placement bands

arms pointed
down when sewn

12. baste the arms

a. Stuff the arms lightly with stuffing toward the tip. Keep the opening empty so it’s easier to sew to the
body next.
b. Cut out your front piece. Take this moment to locate the arm placement colored bands printed
on the fabric. Align the open ends of the arms within these colored bands. Note that they should be
pointing downward. Pin them in place.
c. Baste the arms to the front within the seam allowance to hold them for future steps.
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leave
open for
turning

13. for western dragon: sew the wings

trim seam allowance
near points

a. Cut out your wing pieces. Take one from the inner wing fabric and one from the outer wing fabric.
Align them together with right sides facing and raw edges matching up.
b. Stitch the two wings together along the pointed edge, leaving the short straight edge free for turning
right side out. Make sure to pivot at the corners.
c. Once complete, trim the seam allowance at the corners and curves. This will reduce bulk and increase
flexibility once the wings are turned later. Repeat with the remaining two wing pieces for two
completed wings total.

stitch along top
stitching lines

14. for western dragon: baste the wings

baste with
outer wing
facing up

a. Turn the wing right side out through the opening and define the corners with a chopstick or similar
turning tool.
b. For an extra bit of detail, stitch along the top-stitching lines printed on the outer wing fabric. Use a
slightly longer than average straight stitch. Repeat for the other wing.
c. Cut out your back pieces. Take this time to locate the colored bands printed on the fabric. Take one
wing and align the open end along the top of the colored band. Make sure the inner wing fabric is
facing down. Baste the wing in place within the seam allowance.
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trim close
to stitching

leave open for
turning

15. sew the back spikes
a. Cut out your back spike pieces. Align them with right sides facing and raw edges matching up.
b. Sew the spikes along the jagged lines, being sure to pivot at each corner.
c. Trim the seam allowance at the inner and outer corners of the spikes. This will increase flexibility and
decrease bulk. Be sure not to cut your threads when trimming.

bend to fit
along back

spikes point
toward tail

16. baste the back spikes
a. Turn the spikes right side out, defining each corner with a chopstick or similar turning tool.
b. If you haven’t already, locate the spike placement colored bands printed on the back fabric. Align the
open end of the spikes within this band. Be sure the tips are pointing toward the tail.
for western dragon: note that the spikes will overlap the first wing you basted.
c. Baste the spikes to the back within the seam allowances to hold them in place for future steps.
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western dragon:
stack 2nd wing, inner
fabric facing up

a. for western dragon: place the second wing on top of the first with the inner wing fabric facing up.
b. for western dragon: Baste the wing in place.
c. Get your remaining back piece and align it over the first with right sides facing and raw edges
matching up.

sew down
back and
under tail

18. sew the body back
a. Sew the back pieces together along the tail edge. Go down the back, under the tail, and lastly sew the
small corner beneath the tail. The spikes (and wings, if using) should be sandwiched in between the
back pieces when sewn.
Clip the seam allowance at the corner beneath the tail so it’s more flexible when turned.
b. Turn the tail right side out.
c. Open up the back pieces so the tail is in the middle. Keep it tucked in the center so it doesn’t get in the
way for the next steps.
Align the back with the front from before. Pin them together with right sides facing and raw edges
matching up. Be sure the arms and tail are tucked inside.
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leave
open for
turning

19. sew the body
a. Take this time to locate the opening for turning colored band printed on the front fabric. Sew
the two body pieces together all around the perimeter except for the opening near the neck that is
marked.
b. Clip the seam allowance between the legs so the body turns more cleanly.
c. Turn the body right side out through the opening in the neck.

stuff tail and
legs first

ladder
stitch closed

20. stuff and close the body
a. Begin stuffing the body. Get small balls of stuffing in the legs and tail tip first.
b. Once the tail and legs are stuffed, proceed to fill the rest of the dragon body with stuffing.
c. Ladder stitch the neck closed just like with the head back in step 10.
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a. Align the head over the
body so they’re both facing
forward. The side seams
should match up as well as
the back seams.

line up side
and back
seams

b. Ladder stitch the head to the
body. Stitch about 1” away
from the seam from step 20,
going all the way around.
stitch
around seam
from step 20

21. attach the head

a. Cut out your snout piece. Sew
the tiny darts found on the snout
by folding the snout piece along
the point of one of the darts,
bringing together the edges.
b. Sew the dart similarly to previous
ones by starting at the opening
and moving down to the point.
Blend the seam with the fold for a
rounder result.
c. Repeat this with the remaining 3
darts found on the snout. There
should be 4 darts total.
d. Cut out your snout base piece.
Take this moment to locate the
placement markings on the
snout and snout base. The
notches from both pieces should
match up (the top) as well as the
circle markings (the bottom). Pin
the snout to its base around the
edge.

→→ TIP: take big basting
stitches for the first pass
to make sure the head
placement is right. Then
go around again with
neater, tinier stitches for
the second pass.

22. sew the snout darts

a.

fold so dart edges
come together

b.

4 darts total

c.

blend seam
into fold

d.

match up markings
from snout & base
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cut through snout
base only

23. sew the snout
a. Sew around the snout shape entirely.
b. To turn the snout, cut about a 1” slit through the snout base only.
c. Turn the snout right side out through this opening.

ladder stitch
to face

24. attach the snout

place
just above
bottom dart,
beneath eyes

a. Stuff the snout until it looks round and no longer wrinkles.
b. Align the snout on the face of the dragon with the cut side facing down. Be sure the nostrils are
pointing up as well.
The sample has it just above the bottom dart, barely covering the corners of the eyes.
Push pins into the base of the snout into the head of the dragon to hold it in place.
c. Ladder stitch the snout to the face with a ladder stitch just like in step 21.
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pieces. Take two of them and
align them with right sides facing
and raw edges matching up.
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25. sew the horns/antlers

b. Sew the pieces together along the
curved edge, leaving the short
straight edge free for turning right
side out.
c. For the antlers, be sure to pivot at
the point between tips.
d. For the antlers, trim the inner
corner to increase flexibility when
the antlers are turned.

a.

b.

leave open
for turning

clip into
inner corner

c.

leave open
for turning

d.

a. Turn your antlers or horns
right side out.
Repeat this step with the
remaining two antler/horn
pieces for two completed
antlers/horns total.

26. turn the horns/antlers
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stitch around
opening

pull at thread to
cinch up opening

27. cinch the antler/horn closed
a. Stuff both of your antlers/horns lightly with stuffing.
b. Thread a hand sewing needle with thread and knot the end.
Sew a long gathering stitch around the opening of the antler/
horn, about ¼” away from the edge.
c. Once finished, pull at the thread to gather the fabric and
cinch up the opening. Sew a few knots at this opening to hold
it closed. If you have a lot of thread left, consider leaving it
attached for adding to the head.

gathering:

The process of shortening the
length of a piece of fabric by sewing
long stitches through it. When the
thread is pulled, it forms small folds that
ruffle the fabric.

gathering stitch:

A long version of the running stitch, which
is a stitch done by weaving the needle
in and out of a length of fabric going
along a line. The long stitches (about
¼”-½” long) gather the fabric
when pulled later.

a. Align the antler/horn
between the front head dart
and the ears. Hold it in place
by sticking pins into the base
of the antler/horn and into
the head.

align between
front dart & ear

b. Stitch the antler/horn in place
along the base with a ladder
stitch.

28. attach the horns/antlers

congrats!

this completes
your plush! Now
give it a big
hug!
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